Spyros Aggelopoulos exhibits his dirty laundry to present every antihero’s secret
power: The attack on the smile-less.
Athens, 11 March 2021 — The second solo show by artist Spyros Aggelopoulos with Dio Horia
gallery opens its doors in Athens on 19th of March. The exhibition titled Δε Laundry Basket [The
Laundry Basket], includes new paintings, sculptural installations and an experimental silent
movie that as a whole construct the artist’s universe as a trooper.
The Δε Laundry Basket exhibition, resembles a freak show modeled after a carnivalesque fête
d’hiver. The exhibition represents a ritualistic carnival festivity, featuring celebrities, midgets,
various monsters, talking animals and a host of other creatures, figments of imagination that
make up a spectacular motley world amidst laughs and curses and outrageous rebukes and
insults. Aggelopoulos’s intention is to highlight the misshapen, the paradoxical and the
exaggerated; the grotesque. That which is disturbing to the eye, precisely because, as a
“monster”, it encapsulates all “possible micro-anomalies” that unfold through the games
nature plays.
In all his artistic practice, Aggelopoulos is resorting to laughter, or rather to the desire for
laughter. In all its destructive and at the same time regenerative power, puts up his own freak
show in an attempt to activate its satirical acuity and liberating energy. Aggelopoulos
therefore, creates an artistic freak show, through which we can salvage the sort of laughter that
functions subversively. The sort of laughter that preserves the memory of the carnival, the
country fair, the folk whimsy, the Karagiozis puppeteer, the traveling actors and musicians, the
hawkers and peddlers, the town square, the sorcerer, the fortune teller, and all things folk
culture.
Aggelopoulos is drawn by the archetype of the traveling artist, an equivalent of which he
identifies in Tom Waits’s roles of compulsive characters on the margins of society. The
divergence from the Western model of the “ideal”, the flaw, the different perception of things,
create “beautiful losers”, modern-day freakish characters, who are blended together with
public figures in Aggelopoulos’s play: Whoever can handle his weakness ends up with all the
power and, in this way, stakes his claim to be pronounced a superhero of our time.
Aggelopoulos speaks of characters and situations each and every one of us can recognize. And
at the same time, he speaks with an inner part of us. These are the components that make up
the super-universe he is presenting at Dio Horia Gallery.
Starring in Δε Laundry Basket’s iconography is a table, the Head in a jar, evoking references to
old freak shows that invited people to see the head of Joaquin Murrieta or Emiliano Zapata. Out
and about are Batman driving a truck filled with watermelons; Wonder Woman; Pacwoman;
the children’s series heroine Candy Candy, only without legs and titled Half a Candy is still a
Candy exhibited next to an open-air laundry, various mops and painted buckets.

Aggelopoulos blends reality with imagination. He brings together a wide range of techniques
and practices of differentiation and deviation, paying attention to construction, repair and ad
hoc solutions, adding theatrical scenery to his toolbox. Life and its contradictions become a
stage. And vice versa – the stage featuring all these forms of otherness and strangeness
becomes life. It is life. It is the method employed by John Cassavetes to make independent
cinema – one that fascinates Aggelopoulos. The myth of the director who shunned Hollywood
filmmaking is fueling his own ideas about creativity. Just like Cassavetes captured snapshots of
life on the streets of New York, Aggelopoulos treats his work as a film without a script, based on
the improvisation of actors and the realism of everyday people.
In the end, Spyros Aggelopoulos brings together the forms of his heroes, presenting Δε Laundry
Basket with one objective: “To be theatrical without a résumé.” He wants his viewers, the
visitors of the exhibition, to see it and embrace their own vulnerability. And think to
themselves: “Starting tomorrow, I too will be in there, I will be part of what I see.”

— END —

NOTES TO EDITORS
— Spyros Aggelopoulos (b.1979, Athens, Greece) is a Greek visual artist, actor and make-up artist. He
graduated from the Athens School of Fine Arts and the Arts Academy in Venice and Studio4, in Los
Angeles. Aggelopoulos’s work has been exhibited in, ‘Mind the Fact Festival’, Online, 2020; Friends NonShow’, Dio Horia Gallery, Athens, 2020; ‘Pai o Palios o Chronos’, Online, 2020; Art Fair EXPO Chicago,
Chicago, 2019; Donut Factory; Dio Horia Gallery, Mykonos, 2019; ‘The Weakest Man in the Babylon’,
Stoa 42, Athens; 6th Athens Biennal, Athens, 2018; and Aeschylia Festival’, Eleysina, 2017. His work has
been presented by ArtForum, Guardian, Chicago Tribune and Art News among other cultural media. He
lives and works in Athens, Greece.
— Dio Horia Art Platform (2015) is a gallery for contemporary art and culture that was inaugurated in
2015. Dio Horia Gallery strives to be at the forefront of cultural experimentation both in Greece and the
world beyond, by representing young emerging artists from small peripheral countries. At the same
time, Dio Horia is running an international residency program and also organizes group shows and
publications with established and emerging artists that have not exhibited in Greece. Finally, Dio Horia
engages in collaborative projects developed as a result of associations with artists, curators, non-profit
organizations and cultural carriers. These fall into categories ranging from social, cultural and literary
studies to music and performing arts. The gallery is based in Mykonos, Greece, and has two exhibition
spaces in Athens, Greece.
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Spyros Aggelopoulos: Δε Laundry Basket
Solo show
Athens Project Space
March 19 - April 11, 2021

Elias Kafouros: Push Buttons
Solo show
Athens Project Space
April 16 – May 15, 2021

Dio Horia Project Space Athens
Mantzouraki 16, 11524, Athens, Greece
Hours:
Monday - Friday, 10:00 - 19:00
Saturday, 11:00 - 15:00
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Chris Akordalitis: Fragile Gods
Solo show
Athens Project Space
May 18 – June 13, 2021

Download Press Material here:

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/smm
rqcqovro6ok5/AACpT_LacDCbn8B6
YCC1pET9a?dl=0

The exhibition will open online on March 19, via our website www.diohoria.com. We will welcome
visitors to the Gallery when the lock-down is over.

